Change Catalysts & Synergistic Coaching

Case Study
Your company faces change; your people are confused and resistant.
Your leadership team is so busy fighting fires that the overall strategy is lost.
Familiar with that scenario, Gerri Steadman of

relates. “I became intrigued with CQ and took

Synergistic Coaching created a unique approach

an assessment myself. Then I found out that Dr.

to change management and leadership training by

Barbara Trautlein [creator of the CQ process] has

combining two teaching tools: the Change

a certification program in Change Intelligence.

Intelligence® (CQ®) Assessment and horses. Yes,

She was very generous in sharing her knowledge

horses. Her approach demonstrates the ability of

and it was turn-key to use the information she

the Change Intelligence System and CQ

gave us in my coaching.”

Assessment to enrich a variety of coaching
practices.

leader. When I learned to train horses, I realized
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Steadman explains, “Horses make great learning
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Steadman’s plan excited
Trautlein, too. She says,
“Gerri’s creative
application of the CQ
Assessment shows how
adaptable it is to a

the horse was also training me. I learned to think,

variety of coaching situations, including

‘Okay, Gerri, what are you doing that’s not clear?’”

experiential learning. As a consultant/trainer
myself, I know the challenges facing leadership

In 2003, Steadman established Synergistic

teams in helping themselves and their people

Coaching to coach and develop leaders and

move from denial of the need for change

teams. Recently she added the experiential

through resistance to exploration and finally

method, Learning through Horses, to her practice

commitment. The CQ Assessment gives leaders

when she realized how leaders could learn about

an insight into their strengths and styles and the

leadership through their interaction with horses.

work with horses shows them how those

“The program needed an assessment,” she

strengths and styles can facilitate change.”

changecatalysts.com

synergisticcoach.com

The CQ Assessment
& Experiential Learning
When a leader or an entire team approaches

of the CQ model: head, heart and hands. They

Synergistic Coaching, Learning through Horses, they

have to remember that the horse is part of the

first take the CQ Assessment to discover their change

team. As a leader, you need to keep the horse

leadership style (Coaches, Champions, Visionaries,

happy during the exercise. You may be very

Drivers, Executers, Facilitators and Adapters) and their

efficient in completing the task, but how is the

strengths (heart, head and hands). While no style or

horse? Did you establish a relationship? Was the

strength is better than the others, different

horse cooperative? When we debrief, we talk

combinations may be more effective depending on

about how the horse reacts and how this relates

the circumstances.

to the workplace. How many times do you jump
into a change situation without fully considering

The CQ Assessment gives participants a way to

the people affected by the change?”

identify and talk about the strengths that make the
team more effective as a whole and as individual

The very first task

leaders. It also gives Steadman a basis for pairing

Steadman sets

participants in experiential exercises so that they can

seems simple:

appreciate each other’s strengths. Through their work

introduce yourself

with horses, participants realize the importance of

to the horse by

each person in the team, whether Coach, Champion,

connecting with it.

Visionary, Driver, Executer, Facilitator or Adapter.

The best
outcomes occur when participants relax, give the

“Nothing is a ‘gotcha,’” says Steadman. “We want

horse a chance to know them and are patient.

participants to be comfortable around the horses and

But a participant’s impatience or boredom

we demonstrate every activity in advance, such as

causes the horse to turn away and show

putting a rope halter on a horse. We make sure the

displeasure, rejecting the participant as a leader.

team members understand the goal, and then they

This exercise focuses on the importance of

plan the activity and discuss each individual’s role in

patience and of establishing a relationship when

putting the halter on the horse. Workplace projects

introducing a new leader to the team.

also involve working together and using the elements

synergistic coaching

A Leader Gains
a New Perspective
Donna R., Radiation

had shown a big heart, was identified as a

and Oncology

Coach. And that person asked, ‘How will the

Administrator Director

other horse feel about not being picked?’ That

at a major East Coast

hadn’t occurred to any of us. In another

health system, came

situation, I was running to keep up with the

to Synergistic

horse and Gerri said, ‘Donna, you’re in charge.

Coaching with her

Why are you chasing the horse? If it’s going in

team to help them all

the right direction, let it go.’ I realized at work I

transition through a

would chase competent people around to check

major leadership

on them when I should just let them do their

change. She recalls

work. I saw the connection immediately.”

her surprise at what the CQ Assessment picked up
about her leadership style and her balance of heart,

With new insights both in her approach to her

head and hands. “It was one of those ‘ah ha’

team and in their individual strengths, she now

moments,” she recalls. Having a balance may seem

finds that the transition at work is going faster

great, but she realized that it can also send mixed

and more smoothly. Donna says, “I’ve seen

messages to her team over what is driving her

changes in my team members, too. One person

decisions; for example, a true desire to help or

was struggling to connect with a new physician

pressure to excel.

all year. After the coaching, she let him be
involved in her decision to hire someone, even

Another moment occurred when her team was asked

though she didn’t have to. It turned their

to pick one of two horses for an exercise. She says,

relationship around. It was all about taking the

“Most of us were identified as Adapters by the CQ

time to include the other person, asking ‘how

Assessment. It didn’t really matter to us which horse

does he feel about being left out?’”

we chose. But one of the team, someone I always felt

synergistic coaching

I couldn’t understand why he stopped. But Gerri
pointed out that I had turned to get reassurance that

A Team
Works Together

the horse was following and the moment I did that, the

Lori S. is a Lead Biller and Tomain M. is Administrative

Tomain made an immediate connection to his own

Director for the Department of Radiation Oncology

leadership style. “When you’re leading a team, you

within the same major East Coast health system. Both

initiate the plan confidently, and they become

Lori and Tomain were impressed with the evaluation

committed to moving in that direction. When you stop

they received from the CQ Assessment. They were

for reassurance, they lose confidence in you and your

both Adapters, but with different scores related to the

plan. I talked to my team afterwards and they had seen

blend of heart, head and hands. Steadman gave them

moments when I was second guessing myself. They

an exercise where they had to halter a horse and then

gave examples when they weren’t confident in

walk the horse into a square marked on the ground.

following because I wasn’t confident in leading.”

horse’s confidence in my leadership ceased. When I
led the horse, the horse followed.”

Lori reports, “I am a hands-on person. I like to master

Tomain adds, “The

a task myself before I hand it on to my team. I’m very

CQ Assessment was a

focused on the task. So my partner and I haltered the

confirmation of what I

horse, led it into the square and we’re done! We

thought but couldn’t

didn’t realize the horse was unhappy. His ears were

articulate. It clarified

set back; his tail was swishing. We had rushed the

what I convey when

horse instead of engaging him. The next time, we

leading and how

went slower and saw a big difference. I’m always

others perceive it.

thinking about my team, and this exercise showed

The part about the phases of people’s reaction to

that sometimes you need to step back, go in easier

change was important to me. In fact, I experienced

and let the staff set the pace.”

that progression soon after. Whether change is minute
or gargantuan, in phases or abrupt, it always starts

Tomain adds, “This coaching experience was different

with denial. The parties being impacted never see the

because it was real-time learning. My primary ‘ah ha’

need for change or it isn’t the answer they expected.

moment occurred when leading the horse to the

You have to approach everyone differently.

square. The horse was following me but I slowed my

Compromise may be needed to get everyone on

walk and turned to look at him and he stopped.

synergistic coaching

board, but that’s okay. It’s the overall result that
matters. It’s like getting the horse into the square.”

Barbara A.
Trautlein, PhD

Gerri
Steadman

Author of the best-selling book Change

Founder of Synergistic Coaching has over 15 years

Intelligence: Use the Power of CQ to Lead

of experience as an executive coach, as well as

Change that Sticks, originator of the CQ System

extensive senior-level experience in human

for Developing Change Intelligent Leaders and

resources and organizational development. With

Organizations, and principal and founder of

deep experience in healthcare, business, and

Change Catalysts, LLC, the change

not-for-profit organizations, she is an executive

management and leadership

coach who develops leaders, teams and

development consultancy.

organizations, and helps them excel and achieve
tangible business outcomes.

Barbara partners with client organizations to
facilitatesuccessful and sustainable change, trains

In addition to coaching, Gerri is often

and coaches leaders at all levels, and certifies

engaged by client companies to provide

change agents - achieving bottom-line business

teambuilding and address cultural change. Her

and powerful leadership results for clients. She is

expertise includes: Building High Performing

gifted at sharing strategies andtactics that are

Teams, Creating a Culture of Engagement,

accessible, actionable, and immediately

Onboarding/Transition Coaching and Strategically

applicable. Her blend of research and real-world

Managing and Leading Cultural Change.

expertise makes her an in-demand speaker at
conferences in North America, South America,

Gerri’s experience within organizations provides

Europe, Asia, and Africa.

her with an in-depth understanding of the
challenges executives face each day. She realizes

Barbara has a unique ability to connect with her

the challenges of deep change in today’s

audiences, from C-level executives in Fortune 500

environment will require fine-tuning of strategic

organizations to front line employees, and across

skills, leadership styles, and relational skills.

industries, from steel mills to sales teams,

Gerri’s strength in coaching is meeting clients

refineries to retail outlets, and healthcare to high

“where they are” and working with them to

tech. She holds a doctorate in Organizational

examine their leadership skills, behaviors and

Psychology from the University of Michigan.

relational skills, resulting in greater

Clients served include Abbott Laboratories, Cisco,

future success.

Ford, Grainger, United Airlines,
and ThyssenKrupp.

changecatalysts.com

synergisticcoach.com

